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for animals as the Old Testament had shown, and soon the biblical belief in the human dominion over nature became allied to the Stoic belief that the irrational existed for the sake of the rational, and that people could do with nonhuman nature as they pleased without moral constraint. This attitude of "Greco-Christian arrogance" became the official position of Christianity down to recent times, though it was not systematically acted on until the modem scientific movement initiated by Bacon and Descartes. Passmore acknowledges that belief in human dominion can be taken not as despotic but as implying that humanity, as the steward or bailiff of God's creation, has responsibility for its care. But, though he finds this view of man's role in Plato's Phaedrus and in Iamblichus, he holds that it was not held among Christians before Sir Matthew Hale in the seventeenth century, and was held only occasionally until it became a widespread view in the last few years. Another minority tradition, on which man is to cooperate with nature to perfect it by realizing its potentialities, is traced to the ancient Hermetic writings and then among the German Romantics such as Fichte, as if it were foreign to most of the centuries in between.
Nevertheless the existence of these minority traditions shows that there already exist within Western traditions the "seeds" of a more responsible attitude to nature than the Greco-Christian one. Just as it has become accepted during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that cruelty to animals and indifference to animal suffering is wrong, so there is scope for the development of a revised attitude to the natural world as a whole, in which the survival of no species is regarded as metaphysically guaranteed, the interdependence of species is accepted, and care is taken to avoid the despoliation of nature through the unforeseen side effects of human action. At the same time the Biblical denial that nature is sacred is endorsed, belief in the rights of animals is rejected, the value of science and technology is reaffirmed, and the preservation of human civilization is presented as morally central. By contrast with the passivity of oriental religion, the active interventions favored by the "stewardship" tradition aimed at preserving natural beauty or alleviating ecological problems are commended, though probably not all adherents of that tradition would be satisfied by the limited extent of Passmore's concern for people of more than a century hence or for preservation of wildlife and wilderness. Passmore's more recent writings, in fact, seem to call for many more revisions in the areas of ethics and metaphysics than does his book,5 but the above account reflects his overall published position, despite his changes of emphasis. It is also perhaps appropriate to mention at this stage his high regard for the stimulation to be derived from the "vast storehouse of learning" in one particular book singled out for attention in his Preface: C.J. Glacken's Traces on the Rhodian Shore.6 Coleman for his part concurs to some degree with the critique of White's position supplied by Lewis W. Moncrief.7 Moncrief points out that environmental stress is not peculiar to Christian cultures, and holds that even if religious beliefs have contributed to the problems, their influence will have been indirect, and is no better evidenced than the ties between Christianity and capitalism. Moncrief largely rejects White's thesis as it concerns the medieval period, and Coleman, despite a greater sympathy with White, grants much of Moncrief s case here and also on the need to recognize a multiplicity of factors contributing to the despoliation of nature. But Coleman also claims that a form of Christian apologetics (developing from the end of the seventeenth century onwards) in which one of the evidences of providence was the endowment of some men with predispositions to manufacture and trade, constituted a blessing on capitalist enterprise; and that the writings of the theologian principally concerned, William Derham, provided just the kind of empirical basis which Moncrief had found wanting for the link between Christianity and the more direct causes of ecological stress.
Thus the contribution of Christianity to our worldwide ecological problems was a significant one, but Coleman has located it some millennia later than White had. I shall return to these and kindred matters concerning Christian attitudes to nature in the early moder period after reviewing the biblical evidence and the evidence from the patristic and medieval periods as it is relevant to the positions of White and Passmore. humanity, and White is mistaken to suggest otherwise. Thus the valleys are said to be watered for the sake of wild beasts (Psalm 104: 10f.), and the same Psalm expresses God's care for a great variety of wild creatures. Similarly the uninhabited wilderness is given rain to support the plants (Job 38: 26f.) Passages such as Psalm 148 and Psalm 104: 24, which express admiration of God's handiwork and the praise in which all his creatures join, cast doubt on Passmore's claim that, to Christianity, nature "exists primarily as a resource rather than as something to be contemplated with enjoyment."9 White and Passmore are correct to point out that in the Bible nature is not sacred, and that this attitude later allowed Christians to experiment on it in order to investigate its secrets; yet F.B. Welbourn'1 is also correct in denying that nature is, to the biblical writers, "unsacrosanct raw material." Not only does God find "everything that he had made ... very good" (Genesis 1: 31), but according to Deutero-Isaiah (Isaiah 41: 17-20) God desires alongside the restoration of Israel that of nature's beauty and fertility.
II. As
The biblical belief in man's dominion over nature must not be interpreted as if these passages did not exist. In Genesis 1 only a vegetarian diet was authorized (vv. 29f.), and even when meat-eating was sanctioned (Genesis 9: 2f.), man's dominion, as Glacken points out (157), was probably seen as applying simply to meat-eating and to the domestication of animals. At any rate Welbourn is justified in observing, against White, that a large variety of religions besides animism have set limits to the permissible treatment of trees and animals (562), and that the religion of the Old Testament is among them (564). Indeed, in the light of a whole range of particular prohibitions (Leviticus 19: 23ff., 25:1-12, Deuteronomy 14:4, 20:19, 22: 6f., 25:4) it is difficult to credit either White's claims that Christianity "insisted that it is God's will that man exploit nature for his proper ends" (11) and that with this victory "the old inhibitions to the exploitation of nature crumbled" (12), or Passmore's view "that man's relationships with [nature] are not governed by moral principles"11. Taken alone, these prohibitions could be construed as concerned with property or the elimination of paganism. But taken alongside the passages cited above, and together with the teaching that "The wise man has regard for the life of his beast" (Proverbs 12: 10)-where, according to Welbourn (564), the Hebrew word translated as "has regard for" means "knowing," e.g., knowing one's wife or knowing God-they exclude the interpretation that man may treat nature as he pleases. Whether or not rulers lived in accordance with this attitude, it is enough that the Hebrew understanding of dominion involved answerability and responsibility in matters of kingship and of property alike.13
The conclusion that mankind's dominion over nature was construed as the responsible exercise of a circumscribed mandate is further supported by John Black's interpretation of Genesis 2: 15, part of the Jahwist account of the creation. "And the Lord God took the man, and put him into the garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it." Man was thus to preserve the garden's beauty and protect it from harm, as well as derive his food from it. Passmore14 writes as if this mandate was abolished by the Fall and the curse which followed; but the prelapsarian mandate of dominion was renewed after the Fall, as Passmore allows (6), and the changed conditions resulting from the Fall can hardly have led the readers of Genesis to hold that mankind was exonerated of previous responsibilities. Similarly Glacken comments on Psalm 8 that once the conception of man's dominion is fully elaborated "there is ... far less room for arrogance and pride than the bare reading of the words would suggest" (166). Indeed he inclines towards the view that man was in the Bible "a steward of God" (168). Passmore, as we have seen, traces belief among Christians in mankind's stewardship of nature no earlier than the seventeenth century; but at least in this case the interpretation of his mentor is to be preferred.
Likewise As to the view of man as steward, Glacken finds this view most explicit of all (300f.) in The Christian Topography of Cosmas Indicopleustes, according to whom God has prepared creation like a house and appoints man to complete and adorn it. The idea of the desirability of improving the land seems to have become a commonplace, being cited alongside many less elevated ones in connection both with forest clearance and with forest conservation throughout the Middle Ages (313-45). Far from contesting Glacken's interpretation of the sources mentioned in this and the preceding paragraph, Passmore does not mention them, with the exception of Asclepius. This is a strange omission, as they seem to establish, contrary to Passmore's assertions, that the traditions of stewardship and of cooperation with nature are mainstream Christian ones, and also to strengthen Passmore's claim that these "minority" traditions are well-rooted in the West.
Passmore's interpretation of Augustine's anti-Manichaean passage28 seems to be right. But he is probably wrong in ascribing to Augustine the view that the irrational exists solely for the sake of the rational (15), or the view that the conservation or improvement of the natural world counts for nothing in God's eyes (32), unless he is just making the general point that to Augustine no works guarantee salvation. For Augustine commends "the thought that has been spent upon nature" in a passage from Book XXII of The City of God quoted by Glacken (299f.), a passage which praises improvements in agriculture, navigation and, let it be admitted, weaponry, and in its enthusiasm for "exuberant invention" somewhat belies Passmore's criticism of Augustine's asceticism.29 As to the view that everything is made to satisfy mankind's need or pleasure, Augustine explicitly rejects it. There is, he holds, an order of nature in which the intelligent are superior, e.g., to cattle, the sentient to trees, and living things to As to the attitudes of medieval divines, the period is, as Glacken relates, too complex to be described in bold strokes (253). Thus Bonaventura and others regarded nature as a system of symbols (237f.), but Albert the Great and others studied it for its own interest as well as for its usefulness (227-29). Peter Lombard, as also later John Calvin, held that everything was made for man;40 but John the Scot saw the whole of nature as "a movement powered by love of God.' 41 Francis, according to Bonaventura, held views similar to those of Chrysostom about the appropriateness of gentleness towards animals and about the common origins of man and beast,42 but Aquinas held cruelty to animals to be wrong only because of its bad effects on the agent's character and the owner's property.43 He did also claim, however, that Paul's remark about oxen means only that God does not care about them as rational creatures, not that they are excluded from his providence.44 He also recognized the comeliness which God's adornment of the world with plants added to its original shapeless condition, and understood mankind's proper work as including the further adornment of the created earth.45 Passmore is probably right to imply that Aquinas' views have encouraged insensitivity towards animals. But his belief that it is part of man's perfection to impart perfection to other creatures after their kind46 coheres well with the longstanding tradition of Posidonius, Basil, and Ambrose. Indeed overall "GrecoChristian arrogance" is an unsuitable characterization of the patristic and medieval attitudes to nature, which often, though falteringly, approximated to that of active stewardship approved (but not found in this period) by Passmore.47 40AN, 253, MR, 13. These poems make it clear that Paul's reflective views on the nonhuman creation were not altogether neglected among Christians until recent times.
Nor was consideration for animals restricted to those influenced by the Talmud such as the Leibnizian philosopher, A. G. Baumgarten.68 Kant relates that Leibniz, after using a tiny worm for scientific observation "carefully replaced it with its leaf on the tree so that it should not come to harm through any act of his."69 Leibniz was a Christian who believed that all created substances, whether high or 64 Glacken, 485-94. problems at all, it is at least as cogent to cite belief in the inevitability of progress, especially where progress is construed as involving increasing consumption. This attitude is more easily correlated with, e.g., the geographical spread of industrial pollution, than with belief in man's God-given dominion or stewardship.
Lynn White seems hostile to any active approach to nature, even to the investigative activity of science, which he rightly finds Western Christianity to have eventually fostered. Passmore, by contrast, accepts that science and technology are of value, that people should take account of the side effects of their actions disclosed by science, and that they should not abandon technological activity in exercizing responsible dominion over nature, preserving both the earth and human civilization. But, like White, he is wrong to hold that Christians have usually held that people may treat nature as they please. Christians can accept that the survival of humanity is not supernaturally guaranteed, and indeed have the resources in their tradition to accept more far-reaching obligations with respect to future people and fellowcreatures than Passmore now accepts. None of this requires abandonment of the Judaeo-Christian belief in God's good purposes.
Belief in man's stewardship is far more ancient and has been far more constant among Christians than Passmore allows; and, though Coleman exaggerates Derham's position, he is correct in noticing that this belief can have far-reaching implications. Thus secular versions of the position that one's energy, talents and possessions are held in trust and are to be deployed responsibly occur frequently among contemporary writers seeking an ethic suited to environmental questions, and not least in the writings of Passmore.8 I am not, however, claiming that all Christians have held any one view of nature; too diverse, as Glacken says, are the positions which Christians have held. History bears out his claim that one must grant "the contradictions and difficulties in exploring that intractable subject, the Christian view of nature, once one has advanced beyond the first easy assertions." Yet not even the first easy assertions should find a despotic attitude to nature typical of Christians. The biblical position, which makes people responsible to God for the uses to which the natural environment is put, has never been entirely lost to view, and may properly be appealed to by the very people who rightly criticize the exploitative attitudes which prevail in many places throughout the contemporary world. 
